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SecOPP+: A Secure Dynamic Scheme for Adding new Nodes in SecOPP Protocol
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose an enhancement to the secure routing protocol SecOPP. SecOPP provides the most
security services such as integrity, authentication, confidentiality and freshness of data. All these services are obtained with
low energy consummation. In addition, this protocol is characterized by little stockade places and reduced computational
cost. Despite its robustness against attacks and its scalability, SecOPP in its current application is static. It does not allow
secure addition of new nodes. Each node has a limited life time, when batteries became empty, node dies. We propose to
securely add new nodes on network to increase its longevity, making it more reliable and robust. This is well verified through
simulations with TOSSIM using NesC language.
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1. Introduction

The miniaturization of sensors nodes, the cost more and more increasingly low, different sensor nodes available and the wireless
communication medium used allow sensor networks to be very useful in many applications. They also help to extend existing
application. Sensor node can be very useful in many and different application despite their limited resources in computing and
energy storage. Generally sensor nodes should collect data and send them to the base station.

For these reasons, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) become increasingly used and they need an extremely security to be
efficient. Many routing protocols are proposed to WSNs [1]. However there are many attacks against WSNs and especially
against routing protocols which are not secure [2]. In this paper, we are interested in the Secure One Phase Pull diffusion routing
protocol (SecOPP) [3] which is a lightweight version of Directed Diffusion[4]. SecOPP protocol is a secure data-centric routing
protocol which is deployed with flat WSNs. It permits creation of multi-hop routing paths to disseminate gathered data toward
base station. SecOPP provides the most security services. It reduces the diffusion overhead in network, it allows little stockade
place and reduced computational cost. In our SecOPP+ scheme, we propose an enhancement of SecOPP by the secure addition
of new nodes and that’s an essential step to increase its longevity, making it more reliable and robust. SecOPP+ protocol requires
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the design of an appropriate key pre-distribution scheme which satisfies security goals and at the same time ensures low
computation energy consumption and little stockade places.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the related work, section 3 describes existing scheme, section 4 describes
the proposed scheme, section 5 presents simulation results, and finally section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Security is vital for WSN, especially for sensitive applications such as military, medical and industrial WSN. Packets transmitted
from one node to another must be protected until the arrival of data to the base station. For a secure network we should ensure
security objectives, the main ones include: authentication, confidentiality, data integrity, and freshness data.

These security objectives cannot be applied on the network without security mechanism such as cryptography, hashing, MAC
(Message Authentication Code) [5] and others. Also in a WSN, security cannot be used and implemented without a key
management mechanism. Key management in WSNs is based on symmetric cryptography and not asymmetric cryptography
because resources limitation of sensor nodes (memory size, energy limited, computing capacity…). Key management typically
involves four essential tasks: Key generation, key storage, distribution or exchanging key and key verification.

The simplest scheme is to pre-load the same key in all network nodes. This key will be used after deployment to ensure a secure
communication. The major disadvantage of this approach is the possibility of compromising a node, so, the entire network can
be compromised.

In another solution called naive, all pairs of nodes share the same key. This protocol is resistant against capture, but it does not
allow the addition of new nodes in the network and does not allow the passage to the scale.

Other well-known solutions are based on pre-distribution protocols that can be deterministic or probabilistic. Eschenauer and
Gligor [6] propose the first probabilistic scheme. The main idea of this scheme is to distribute randomly a number of keys from
a defined set for each node before deployment. After deployment, two nodes have the possibility to exchange messages and
should have at least one key in common. Chan, Perring and Sang [7] propose a probabilistic scheme based on the same idea of
[6] but they have looked to improve safety under the pressure of attack. In this scheme, nodes should share q key with q > = 2
to communicate together.

Unlike probabilistic schemes, deterministic key management protocols ensure that each node is able to establish a communication
with any neighbor node. To ensure determinism, protocols such as LEAP [8] OMTK [9] and SecOPP [3], [10] use a common key
transitional pre-loaded on all nodes before their deployment. This key is used to generate the necessary keys between neighboring
nodes after deployment. This key will be deleted after the creation of communication key.

3. SecOPP Protocol Description

SecOPP [3] [10] is a secure version of the routing protocol One Phase Pull diffusion which is a lightweight variant of Directed
Diffusion. SecOPP allows deterministic shared key to secure routing on multi-hop paths. In fact, it provides the most security
services, such as integrity, authentication, confidentiality and freshness on exchanging messages. All these services are
obtained with low energy consumption, simple storage space and low computational cost. This allows him to share effectively
three types of keys: a global key before deployment, group key and pair wise key after deployment. SecOPP is applied in a static
network with homogeneous nodes and random deployment; it offers to the WSNs a flat topology.

Before deployment, all nodes are recharged by a global common key shared with the base station. This key is used to establish
two key: pair wise Key and group key. The global key shared will be deleted within 10 seconds after deployment, which is less
than the time required to reveal information from ordinary sensor [11].

Two phases are necessary for SecOPP working to perform all its functionalities. Table 1 describes the notation used in this
description.

3.1 Phase 1: Secure organization of the WSN and group key distribution
The base station sends a broadcast of a ‘path discovery’ message encrypted by the global key to trace routing paths, this
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Notation Description

BS Base station

N Sensor node

G Gradient node

* Broadcast address

A || B Data A concatenated with data B

MAK
k 
(A) MAC calculated and encrypted with a key K

Enc
k 
(A) Encrypt data A with a key k

message will be also used to distribute keys groups to allow a Gradient node to communicate securely with its subordinate
nodes. To determine the level of the tree, a height field is added to the message:

Table 1. Notation Table

BS *: None || height || Enc global key (group key) || MACglobal key

A node N has received the ‘path discovery’, rebroadcasts the message after verifying the authenticity, nonce, height, and
extraction of the group key. Nodes should increment the value of the height field; generate a group key and updating the MAC.
The node resaving the message should apply the same changes.

3.2 Phase 2: pair wise key distribution
After the end of ‘path discovery’, a node N sends a ‘join group request’ to communicate with its Gradient node and to share
with him a pair wise key to be able to send its data.

N G *: None || Enc 
groupkey

 (pairwiseKey) || MAC
group key

When the Gradient node receives this message, it checks the received data and it sends a confirmation message to its subordinate
node.

GH N * N || GH  || MACpairwise key

After phase 2 all nodes have secure link with their gradients. Despite its robustness against attacks, its scalability, its reduced
cost, SecOPP in its current implementation is static. It does not allow the addition of new nodes in the network. Nodes are not
sustainable when their batteries are completed they die. And for that we propose SecOPP+ to increase its longevity, make it more
reliable and more robust.

4. Proposed SecOPP+ Protocol

SecOPP+ offers the addition of a dynamic scheme for adding new nodes securely in SecOPP given that it is a necessary step to
increase its lifetime even for many years since life nodes is limited and the exclusion of damaged nodes outside the network is
essential. Tables 2 describe the notation used in our description.

Before deployment, the new sensors are pre-loaded with the global initial key kIN. Each node Vi calculates after deploying its

master key: KVi = f (KIN , IDVi), where f is a pseudo random function. The global key shared will be deleted within 10 seconds after
deployment, which is less than the time required to reveal information from ordinary sensor [9]. A new node added U is
preconfigured with the global key kIN, this node must also calculate its master key  ku = f (KIN ,  IDU ) before the deletion of its
global key.

Three steps are necessary for the integration of a new node in the network:

a) Step 1: A new node added discovers its neighbors by spreading the message join following:
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Notation Description

ID
i

Sensor node

k
IN

Global key

G Gradient node

U New node added

V
i

neighbor nodes

* Broadcast address

A || B Data A concatenated with data B

MAK
k 
(A)             MAC calculated and encrypted with a key K

Enc
k 
(A)               Encrypt data A with a key

Table 2. Notation Table

U N *: ID
U

 || nonce
U

In this message, U sends its identity to be authenticated and its nonce generated using a pseudo-random function. The node U
waits for a response from each neighbor Vi. This request is authenticated using the Master key KVi = f (KIN , IDVi).

b) Step 2: Each node has received the join message, prepares a response message as follows

Vi U : IDVi || EnckVi (heightVi || nonceU || nonceVi || pairwisekey kU, Vi ) || MACkVi  ( pairwisekey kU, Vi )

Each node Vi that received the message join, prepares a response message that includes its identity IDVi . The height represents

the node level. It returns the nonceU to prove that U has received the join message to limit replay attacks. A pair wise key is
generated by Vi through a pseudo-random function in order to ensure secure communication between U and V. These four fields
height, nonceU, nonceVi and are encrypted using kVi. Finally, a MAC (Message Authentication Code) field is calculated to

ensure that the pairwise key has not been altered. After this stage, the global key KIN will be deleted from memory for all new
nodes.

c) Step 3: The node U sends a confirmation message to selected nodes

U Vi : IDU || IDVi || nonceVi || MAC pairwisekey kU, Vi

Once the pairwise key is shared, the development of the group key is easy:

Vi U : Enc
         

  (
 
groupkey k

U, Vi
) || MAC

 
        (

 
groupkey k

Vi, U
)k

U, Vi
k

U, Vi

The node Vi transmits its group key already shared with its subordinate to his new son U. So it can communicate with it, and the
pairwise key still a specific key to U that can through it send its data to its parent Vi. If the node Vi is not a leaf node then it must
generate its group key using a pseudo-random function.

d) Step 4: A new added node select its parent Vi based on this criteria

After sending join message by node U to join the network, neighboring nodes send a unicast response. A node U choose the
node V the most closely to the base station, it has the minimum height. If we have multiple nodes of the same minimum height,
U establishes a secure communication link with all these nodes.

Step 5: e) Establishment of brothers and son key for a new node added
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Other messages received by U (response message from Vi after receiving join message from U) will be considered. If the height
of node is greater or equal to the height of U, then U must develop a secure link with this node and becomes its new gradient
(father) or brother. If its height is greater than U its a new gradient else it’s a brother. For this, U generates a group key and sends
it to its new subordinate or brother identified by the pair wise key generated by V in the response message to the join message
sent by U.

U Vi : IDU || Encpairwisekey k
U, Vi

( groupkey kU, Vi)

(nonceU , heightU , groupkey kU, Vi ) || MAC pairwisekey k
U, Vi

Node Vi sends a confirmation message after verification of U identity, it height and it nonce u

Vi U : IDVi || IDU || nonceU || MAC groupkey k
Vi, U

Now, node U is successfully added in the network. It can communicate securely with its gradient. It can be also a father or
brother of other nodes and it can communicate with them safely.

5. Simulation Results

To evaluate functionalities of the proposed key distribution scheme, simulations are made with TOSSIM under TinyOS using
NesC language[12][13]. We have created a topology of 25 nodes to assess the performance of our scheme. Using a larger
topology of 100 nodes or more will give the same results if the number of neighboring nodes for each node remains the same.

5.1 Links establishment
The first step to do is to add new nodes in the network and to make secure communication links with the old nodes to integrate
these new nodes in the network. Once links are established, we succeeded to add new nodes in the network.

Figure 1 shows the degree of linkages in functions of number of new nodes added to the network. The horizontal axis in this
figure shows the percentage of the number of new nodes added in percent relative to the total number of nodes in the network.
For example, 20% is the addition of five new nodes in our network of 25 nodes.

We can see that the connectivity of new nodes with network is good, if we add a number of nodes equal to half of the network,
we have connectivity approximately equal to 80%.
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Figure 1. Percentage of establishing links for new nodes in the network
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5.2 Key establishment
Once the links are established and new nodes are integrated into the network, we establish the security key to make sure that our
scheme is secure and be sure of its efficiency, robustness and scalability.

Simulation results for sharing pair wise key and group key with respect to the number of linkages presented in Figure 2 give
satisfactory results. Looking at the simulation results, we find that when we add a number of nodes equal to the half of total
number of nodes in the network, we share about 68% of pair wise key and 65% of key groups.
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Figure 2. Percentage of key establishment for new nodes

The results are satisfactory and make the principal scheme more scalable keeping its robustness with much greater longevity.

5.3 Time required for key establishment
To be sure of the reliability of our scheme, we calculated the time required for key establishment. This key establishment
depends on the time and cannot exceed 10 seconds since it is based on the global key K

IN,
 which will be removed after 10

seconds even if the keys are not well established. Figure 3 represents the time required for creating key in function of the rate of
added nodes in the network.
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Figure 3. Time required for key establishment for new nodes
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It is clear from the curve of time required for key establishment for new nodes that group key establishment takes longer time for
contribution than pair wise key, which is normal since in our scheme the sharing of pair wise key is done before the division of
group key. We also note that the addition of a number of nodes equal to half of network nodes number does not exceed even 2
seconds, which improves the reliability of our scheme and its security.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed SecOPP+ protocol that enhances SecOPP performance and allows adding securely new nodes
on network which increases its longevity, makes it more reliable and robust. SecOPP+ provides security services with low
energy consummation. Simulation results show that new nodes are successfully integrated in the network, they are easily able
to establish links with the existing network. For example, we have a connectivity of 80% when we added a number of nodes equal
to the half of our network nodes and we obtained a success key establishment with a minimum time lower than 2 seconds.
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